
Instructions for 'Drop Earrings featuring Swarovski Crystals - Jet' Kit
Project KE-GP-025J   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

2 - gold long earring hooks 6 - 4mm round jet swarovski crystals

6 - gold eye pins 22g 1inch 1 - pair of 16mm pear jet swarovski crystals

2 - jump rings

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to make a simple wire loop, How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-swarovski-drop-earrings-kit.html

By following the instructions below you will make one earring. Repeat all instructions to make the second earring.

Open one jump ring* and slide it through hole of the pear pendant. Close the jump ring. Set aside.1. 

Place a round bead onto the eye pin. Make a simple wire loop*. Cut off the excess wire. Repeat this step twice more.2. 

To connect the pieces together, take one simple wire loop and open it the same way you would a jump ring. Hang on to the loop the
jump ring that is attached to the pear pendant. Close the wire loop.

3. 

Move to the other side of this wire loop and open the loop. Slide on another of the simple wire loop pieces, and close the loop.4. 

Again, move to the other side of this wire loop and open the loop. Slide on another of the simple wire loop pieces, and close the
loop.

5. 

For the last one, open the loop at the top and add one earring hook. Close the loop.6. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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